1. INTRODUCTION

Solar electricity is essential source of electrical energy because of the increasing prices and scarcity of fossil petroleum. Environmental issue such as global warming is also the cause that favours the development of photovoltaic (PV) power [1]. In photovoltaic systems, semiconductor materials convert the solar light into electrical energy. The solar cell PV characteristic varies with irradiation and temperature [1] Solar Cell Performance is mostly affected by Partial shading. In many applications, such as solar power plants, building integrated photovoltaic or solar tents, the solar photovoltaic arrays gets illuminated non-uniformly. The shadow of clouds, the trees, booms, neighbour’s houses, or the shadow of one solar array on the other, etc are the often causes of non-uniform illumination. In a large PV system occupying a wide area of land, moving clouds can also lead to partial shading. In building integrated PV systems, PV modules are installed to fit the building outer wall which leads to partial shading [1,2]. Partial shading is the most common mismatch problem in a PV system that affects IV relations. Shading can be characterized as a ‘drop in direct beam irradiance’ relative to the surrounding environment [3]. The shading on a PV array can result in complete or partial loss of irradiance. The losses occur because the maximum power point (MPP) of the partially shaded cells become unsynchronized with that of the uniformly irradiated cells and it is not possible to draw a unique current while operating at multiple MPPs simultaneously [3]. During Partial shading in a series connected string of cells, few cells under shade produce less current but these cells are forced to carry the same current as the other fully illuminated cells. The shaded cells may get reverse biased, acting as loads, draining power from fully illuminated cells this leads to hot-spot problem [4]. In series connected string module’s output power curve shows the multiple peaks under partial shading. Multiple peaks are produced as the cells in series carry different currents due to shading [6]. As occurrence of partially shaded conditions being quite common shade analysis of modules is essential. In the recent years the advancement of PV is responsible for its widespread expansion. The electric grids have precise voltage levels. In order to interface the PV generators with the grid, the PV cells are connected in series to form PV modules. A number of PV modules are connected in series/parallel to form a solar array for a desired voltage and current level. A photovoltaic array is the complete power-generating unit, consisting of any number of PV modules and panels. The flexibility of the modular PV system allows designers to create solar power systems that can meet a wide variety of electrical needs [5]. Fig 1 Shows PV cell, Panel (Module) and Array.
investigated by using a MATLAB/Simulink model[5]. In this paper PV module interconnections such as Series, TCT and SP are studied and tested with varying irradiance and partial shading condition both to observe its effect on output power. The comparative analysis of all the three modules with varying irradiance and partial shading condition is presented. In this study three modules are designed (each having 28 solar cells) with Series, Series Parallel and Total Cross Tied connection and simulated to compare the output power curve. Study of physical Solar PV module is difficult as field testing depends heavily on the varying weather conditions. It is difficult to maintain the same shade throughout the experiment. To avoid this, a simulation study is carried out with the help of a computer model in MATLAB Simulink [11]. This paper is arranged as follows: First section describes design of TCT, SP and Series connected module. The following sections discuss simulation at varying irradiance and partial shading conditions. Finally, the simulation results are discussed.

2. DESIGN OF MODULE
In a PV module the solar cells interconnections can be series or SP or TCT. In the present study three different PV modules are considered by connecting PV cells in series, in TCT and in SP connection respectively. Fig. 2.1, Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 shows PV Modules each of 28 solar cells (approximately 120 Watts) connected in Series connection, series-parallel connection and TCT connection respectively. Each module contain bypass diodes to prevent damage from reverse bias on partially shaded cells.

3. MODULE TESTING
In module testing, generally partial shading test is carried out to judge the performance of PV system. In this study along with partial shading test, varying irradiance test is also carried out as an array is not always partially shaded but its performance may also get affected due to overall reduced irradiance or changing weather conditions. Both the test are carried out to observe the result.

3.1 Varying Irradiance Test
The Series module, TCT module and SP module are tested under varying irradiance condition in Matlab Simulink. First the modules are simulated considering standard STC condition. The value of irradiance then decreased in the steps of 200w/m² from 1000w/m²-200w/m². The observations are presented in Fig 3.1 P_max vs Irradiance chart. On x-axis irradiance is plotted in the range of (1000w/m²-200w/m²) & on y-axis P_max is plotted in watts. For more clarity in results irradiance grouping is done in two conditions namely 1) Full irradiance condition and 2) Average irradiance condition. The results are discussed as follows.

Full Irradiance Condition (G=1000W/m²-800w/m²)
At full irradiance of (1000w/m²-800w/m²), P_max of series module is found higher than TCT & SP module. TCT & SP modules have more interlink connections leading to more losses.

Average Irradiance Condition (G=600W/m²-200w/m²)
At Average Irradiance Condition (600w/m²-200w/m²), P_max of all the three modules are found approximately equal.
These observations indicate that 1) At full irradiance condition series connected PV modules gives higher output than other two topologies. But full irradiance i.e. standard STC condition is rare. So, average irradiance condition play vital role in topology selection. 2) At average irradiance condition it is found that all the three modules produce approximately equal output power.

3.2 Partial Shading Test
In order to study partial shading effect more practically instead of shading cells in the modules, a 3_3 TCT configured array is modelled using TCT module, SP module, series module as shown in figure. These arrays are simulated for 25%, 50%, and 75% shading condition. The shaded arrays are shown in figure 3.2

Three arrays of 1KW with TCT module, SP module and Series module are modelled. These arrays are simulated at partial shading condition of 25%, 50%, and 75%. The results are discussed as follows

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A 3_3 TCT configured 1KW Array (module internally connected in series called string) is tested for partial shading conditions. The output power curves are shown in Fig 4.1 for 25% shading (red), 50% shading (green), and 75% shading (yellow).

The PV module is tested first at Irradiance=1000w/m^2, shading of 25% (two modules shaded), V_{oc}=48v, I_{sc}= 16.1A and P_{max} of P1=640 watts & P2=235 watts i.e. Multiple peaks. Then 50% shading (4 modules shaded) is carried out with V_{oc}=47V, I_{sc}=16A and two multiple peaks of P1=428 watts and P2=378 watts. In 75% shading (6 modules shaded) V_{oc}=45V and I_{sc}=10.28 with multiple shading. In 75% shading the multiple peaks are not clear due to the TCT array structure. The PV curve of series module shows presence of multiple peaks at various shading conditions. Under shading conditions modules receiving non-uniform irradiance produces different currents producing multiple peaks. This condition reduces the effectiveness of the existing MPP tracking (MPPT) schemes, which assume a single peak power point on the P–V characteristic. The occurrence of partially shaded conditions being quite common (e.g., due to clouds, trees, etc.), there is a need to develop special MPPT schemes that can track the GP under these conditions. This leads to use of global MPPT algorithm.

A 3_3 TCT configured 1KW Array (module internally connected in SP
A 3.3 TCT configured 1KW Array (module internally connected in SP) connected module’s output power curve Fig 4.2 shows the unique power point on the output power curves. The maximum power point goes down as the partial shading increases. The PV module is tested first at Irradiance=1000w/m², shading of 25% (two modules shaded),Voc=12.4v, Isc= 64.5A and Pmax =616.6 watts. Then 50% shading (4 modules shaded) is carried out with Voc=12.1V, Isc=61.2A and Pmax=350watts. In 75% shading (6 modules shaded) Voc=12V and Isc=41A and Pmax=332Watts.

A 3.3 TCT configured 1KW Array (module internally connected in TCT)

![Fig. 4.3. PV curve of TCT module at partial shading](image)

The results indicate that series connected module (forming an array) get seriously affected by partial shading than SP and TCT connected module array.

5. CONCLUSION

Series connection of solar cells in an array is essential to get practically utilisable voltage. A number of such strings are connected in parallel to get the requisite power. As there is a substantial power loss due to non-uniform illumination of a series string a new approach for PV module interconnection under shadow conditions has been discussed in this study. In varying irradiance study it is concluded that, in the average irradiance condition all the three modules produces equal power output. In India most of the regions come under average irradiance. So solar arrays built with TCT module, SP modules found more effective& reduces the risk of hot spot phenomenon.

In partial shading study it is concluded that arrays with series modules produces multiple peaks which misleads MPP. The TCT & SP modules work satisfactory on partial shading condition giving unique maximum power point. In this study it is observe that TCT and SP modules can work more efficiently than series module under both condition.
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